Abstract. An extension of process algebra for modelling processes with backtracking is introduced. This extension is semantically based on processes that transform data because, in our view, backtracking is the undoing of the e ects caused by a process in some initial data-state if this process fails. The data-states are given by a data environment, which is a structure that also de nes in which data-states guards hold, and how (atomic) actions either transform these states or block and prevent subsequent processes from being executed. State operators are used to relate process terms to a given data environment. Backtracking is axiomatised in a few phases. First guarded commands (conditionals) and a standard type of guards, expressing the enabledness of actions, are added to basic process algebra (process algebra without operators for parallelism) by involving a Boolean algebra. Then the set of actions is partitioned in order to distinguish between di erent types of behaviour of actions in the scope of a (binary) operator for backtracking. Also functions on actions are de ned that change the`type' of an action. Next an axiom system for modelling processes with backtracking is presented, and it is proved that backtracking is associative, provided that some semantic constraints are satis ed. Finally a method for recursively specifying processes is de ned and an example of a recursively de ned process with backtracking is provided. An operational semantics is de ned relative to the Boolean algebra, describing transitions between process terms labelled with`guarded actions'. The operational semantics is studied modulo strong bisimulation equivalence.
Introduction
In this paper we introduce an operator for modelling backtracking in process algebra. We regard backtracking as the undoing of data-state transformations caused by a process, if this process blocks. In our view backtracking is based on (atomic) actions that transform data-states in a deterministic way. The interaction of processes with data-states is independently de ned in a data environment.
We work in the setting of BPA (Basic Process Algebra, a basic fragment from ACP BK84, BW90]) with guarded commands or conditionals, i.e., if -thenconstructs (see e.g. Dij76, BB91, GP90b]). We assume that actions are subject to enabledness in an implicit way, i.e., for any action a: a = enabled(a) :! a where :! denotes the guarded command operator. The alternative, i.e., assuming that actions are uniformly enabled, would shift our interest from simple actions as the most basic processes considered, to`atomic processes' of the form :! a:
This is because backtracking is only at stake if no subsequent action is enabled. We claim that the choice for implicit enabledness of actions simpli es notation and speci cations considerably.
In our approach, backtracking is modelled by a distinct operator +, and the undoing of actions is modelled by syntactical insertion of`undo actions' in the alternative to be executed upon failure. Roughly, the idea can be illustrated by the following equation:
(a ) + b = a undo(a) b
where the represents sequential composition, a and b are actions, a is invertible and uniformly enabled, and is the standard process that blocks.
The operator + is axiomatised in such a way that it can be eliminated from closed terms in favour of the + (choice), the (sequential composition) and guarded commands. The following consequences are typical for our set-up: 1. We need restrictions and additional structure on actions. For example, an action that is regarded as the inverse of some other action cannot be invertible itself.
2. The + is only associative (and hence suitable for elegant reasoning) if inverse actions are uniformly enabled. Because backtracking is a phenomenon that semantically speaking is quite involved, an algebraic characterisation of it may be worthwhile: the restriction to an algebraic setting enforces one to express the properties of backtracking in a relatively simple way: the triggering of backtracking and`undo actions' are described on the syntactic level. The interaction of processes with data-states is described by state operators. These relate a separate semantic level, described by a`data environment', to our process language. State operators are de ned in BB88] and extended to the setting with guarded commands in BB91].
Backtracking as a useful concept in programming practice is probably most commonly known from Prolog Bra86, CM87] . This research has been initiated by a study of the current implementation of backtracking in the speci cation language 2 BPA gce , BPA with guarded commands and enabledness
In this section we introduce BPA gc (Basic Process Algebra with guarded commands) as the basic framework of our paper. In BPA gc , the enabledness of a process can be restricted by the use of a guarded command: :! p can only be executed if 6 = false holds in the Boolean algebra in which the guards are de ned. Next we de ne the enabledness of atomic actions by considering Boolean algebras that contain special enabledness' guards, and by extending BPA gc with one axiom to BPA gce . We then de ne transition systems that represent the operational characteristics of process terms. Over such systems, we de ne bisimulation semantics for BPA gce processes.
Finally, we introduce the notion of a data environment and the evaluation of process terms in such a data environment: processes are considered as interacting with a set of data-states. To`evaluate' the execution of a process in a certain initial data-state, we use the state operator de ned by Baeten and Bergstra in BB88] , and extended to the setting with guarded commands in BB91].
Signature and axioms of BPA gc
We start o with the core system BPA (Basic Process Algebra with , see e.g. BW90] ). The signature of BPA has a set of (atomic) actions as a parameter. Actions represent the basic activities that processes can perform, such as reading input, incrementing counters and so forth. Let A be a set of actions with typical elements a; b; : : : For each action a the signature of BPA , denoted as (BPA ), contains an identically named constant a. The special constant (inaction or deadlock) represents the process that cannot perform any activity and prevents subsequent processes from being executed. We also have the binary in x operators + (alternative composition) and (sequential composition) available. We summarise the signature (BPA ) in Table 1. constants: a for any atomic action a 2 A models inaction or deadlock binary operators : + alternative composition (sum) sequential composition (product) In term formation, brackets and variables from a set V = fx; y; z; : : :g are used.
The function symbol is generally left out, and brackets are omitted according to the convention that binds stronger than +. The symbol is used to denote syntactic equivalence (modulo associativity) between terms. Finally, letters t; t 0 ; : : : range over open terms and p; q; r; : : : over closed terms. Let P denote the set of terms over (BPA ).
The axioms presented in Table 2 constitute the axiom system BPA . These axioms describe the basic identities between terms over (BPA ). The operator + is commutative, associative and idempotent (A1 { A3). The operator right distributes over + and is associative (A4, A5). Note that left distributivity of over + is absent. Furthermore behaves as the neutral element for + (A6), and absorbs subsequent terms (A7). Table 2 . The axioms of BPA .
Next we introduce BPA gc , Basic Process Algebra with guarded commands ( Dij76, BB91] ). We extend the signature (BPA ) to (BPA gc ; B ) in the following way.
Given a Boolean algebra B with Boolean expressions B, let P + P be de ned inductively by involving the guarded command construct:
: :! : : B P + ! P + : So : :! : relates the Boolean expressions B de ned over B and the set P of process terms. An expression :! p is to be read as if then p. The in this expression is often referred to as a guard Dij76, GP90b] . To avoid confusion with the operators + and from (BPA ), we use _;^and : as Boolean operator symbols. Moreover we use and the constants true and false in their usual meaning. For instance, , _ = and , ^ = . The system BPA gc consists of the axioms A1 { A7 of BPA , and the axioms GC1 { GC6, presented in Table 3 , which de ne the guarded commands. The binding power of :! is de ned less than and stronger than +. The axioms GC1 and GC2 relate the guards true and false to process terms. The axiom GC3 states that + does not change the evaluation of a guard . It does not matter whether the choice is exercised before or after the evaluation of . The axiom GC4 describes the relation between _ and +, and GC5 that between^and the guarded command construct :!. The last axiom GC6 de nes the relation between and :!. Furthermore, all Boolean identities in B transfer to guarded commands, e.g., :! x = :! x if = holds in B .
The following de nition of basic terms over (BPA gc ; B ) and the Representation Lemma (2.1.2) imply that we can prove statements about closed process terms over BPA gc by structural induction, and that we have to distinguish 5 cases in such proofs.
De nition 2.1.1. We that satis es the axioms given in Table 7 . The eval function must respect the action function in the following sense: we require that the enabledness of an action action(a; s) is equal to the enabledness of a, evaluated in s. This is captured by the axiom E3. Observe that for some uniformly enabled action a (i.e., enabled(a) = true), it follows from E3 and E1 that action(a; s) is also uniformly enabled for all s 2 S. Similarly, the function action must rename uniformly disabled actions into uniformly disabled actions or (recall that enabled( ) = false).
State operators are de ned by the axioms in What is usually referred to in the literature as inert actions, forms a subset of the operationally inert actions de ned above (see e.g. BB91, BW90]). We will not make this distinction and just call any operationally inert action inert.
Because inert actions cause no data-state transformations, backtracking over inert actions must be avoided. If a process preceded by an inert action a cannot terminate, there is no e ect of a that has to be undone. In order to distinguish between inert and non-inert actions, we de ne a predicate Inert over A that is exactly satis ed by the inert actions of A.
We further classify the actions for which Inert does not hold. Invertibility of such actions is at stake if a process cannot execute its subsequent part, so when it is The action b is an inverse action of a in this case.
We give an algorithm to partition fa 2 A j :Inert(a)g into three subsets that satisfy mutually exclusive predicates: { A predicate Invertible, which expresses that a semantically invertible action is formally' invertible, { A predicate Pass, which expresses that an action is transparent w.r.t. backtracking, { A predicate Commit, which expresses that an action refutes any backtrack possibility.
We assume that initially none of fa 2 A j :Inert(a)g satis es one of these predicates. The algorithm runs on a set Source that initially equals fa 2 A j :Inert(a)g. In Section 4 some design decisions, implicit in the algorithm, are motivated. The Pass predicate holds for actions that, if backtracking happens, actually undo data-state transformations caused by invertible actions. We now extend the class of actions for which Pass holds because once an action is executed in a certain datastate in the scope of a backtrack operator, it must not be executed again. There is no reason to repeat its data-state transformation plus its`undoing' more than once (if nested backtracking occurs). To avoid repeated backtracking over a single action a, we make a duplicate ag(a) and extend the set of actions with a copy: f ag(a) j a 2 A^Invertible(a)g:
We further reason about the`extended' set of atomic actions A flag , where A flag def = A f ag(a) j a 2 A^Invertible(a)g;
and de ne Pass( ag(a)). Consequently, the domains of the predicates are extended from A to A flag .
If an action a is not formally invertible and must not be passed in the scope of an operator for backtracking, Commit(a) holds, and backtracking over any process ap is impossible once a is executed.
Having classi ed the non-inert actions we return to the inert actions. Inert actions cause no data-state transformations, and therefore we do not regard them as invertible. We have the freedom, however, to classify inert actions as actions that, in the context of backtracking, either behave as Pass actions or as Commit actions.
We de ne variants of the above predicates by involving the evaluation of the enabled predicate.
invertible(a; s) def = enabled(a; s)^Invertible(a); pass(a; s) def = enabled(a; s)^Pass(a); commit(a; s) def = enabled(a; s)^Commit(a):
Note that adding the predicate enabled(a; s) = false de nes a partition on A flag S.
We nally extend the pass and commit predicates to strings over A flag . Let denote a nite string over A flag , and the empty string. For reasons of simplicity, the Requirements I and II are a bit more restrictive than necessary. The premisse 8 2 str(x; s) :pass( ; s) could be replaced by a form in which only strings with non-inert pass actions are considered: the formal inverses and the ag actions.
The Requirements III and IV express the transparency of actions for which pass holds w.r.t. backtracking. These requirements also express the simple behaviour of inert pass actions in the scope of the backtracking operator +.
The requirements above only partially express the semantic properties of our backtracking operator as a result of the clause 8 2 str(x; s) :pass( ; s) in the Requirements I and II. We give an example to illustrate the complications that occur when a process contains a mixture of actions for which pass holds and actions for which pass does not hold. Let x (a + b) with pass(a; s) and invertible(b; s).
This process satis es none of the requirements, while the desired relational semantics is obvious:
The di culty of formulating requirements for this general type of processes is that every non-inert pass action in the left argument of + that is part of a not successfully terminating string, in uences the initial state of the right argument of +.
In the sequel + will be de ned in an algebraic way. Indeed it will turn out that this operator satis es all the requirements (see Theorem 4.3.4).
BPA(+), Basic Process Algebra with backtracking
In this section we formalise the notions introduced in the previous section. However, we reverse our approach and start o from a partitioned set of actions, instead of a data environment. We de ne criteria for`admissible' Boolean algebras and data environments: these must respect the de nitions of Section 3.2.
Next the binary operator + for backtracking is axiomatised. For this operator some fundamental properties are proved, the most important of which is associativity. This important property only holds if the Boolean algebra that de nes the guards satis es some special constraints.
Signature and axioms of BPA(+)
The starting point for the axiomatisation of backtracking is formed by the signature (BPA gce ; B (A)) (see Section 2). We continue by extending (BPA gce ; B (A)) to a setting with A flag and the predicates de ned in Section 3.2. The approach in that section was based on a speci c data environment in order to provide some intuition for the partitioning of A and the extension to A flag . We now take a reverse approach, and assume that we have given a set of actions A flag , partitioned by mutually exclusive predicates Invertible, Pass and Commit. We have also a predicate Inert that is a subset of Pass Commit. Instead of starting from the data environment based notions`inertness',`semantic invertibility' and`inverse actions', we take a more abstract point of departure and de ne criteria on Boolean algebras and data environments that preserve the meaning of these notions.
The class of non-inert actions for which Pass holds is divided in formal inverses and ag actions (see Section 3.2). These two special types of atomic actions are studied more closely now, in order to de ne a setting in which backtracking can be axiomatised.
Recall that ag(a) was introduced to indicate that the atomic action a, where Invertible(a) holds, has been executed in the scope of a backtracking operator and has induced an inverse action. We de ned Pass( ag(a)). We regard ag actions as the result of an application of a function Flag to elements from the set of actions fa 2 A j Invertible(a) 
2
We have the following identities, which state that double application of the functions Flag and Undo yields . Iterated application is not allowed because both functions are not de ned on . It seems straightforward to require action( ag(a); s) = action(a; s) whenever Invertible(a) = true. We do not, however, because it may be desirable to keep the distinction between ag(a) and a after evaluation of the process in which they occur with the state operator.
In the previous section a data-state dependent predicate was de ned in some data environment S that described the actual status of an action in a certain data-state: invertible(a; s), which holds if a is enabled in s (i.e. eval(enabled(a); s) 6 = false), and a is an invertible action. In a similar way pass(a; s) and commit(a; s) were de ned. 
Properties of the + operator
In this section some properties of the + operator are proved. The Enabledness Theorem 4.2.2 shows that enabled(x + y) is equivalent to enabled(x + y). After this, we will show that associativity does not hold in general for the + operator: an extra constraint on B (A flag ) must be satis ed to have associativity.
We start o by giving some identities which demonstrate the interaction of + and the guarded command :! in various ways. These identities are used for further results.
Lemma 4.2.1. The following theorem states that enabled(x + y) is equivalent to enabled(x + y) whenever x represents a closed term. A result which from a semantic point of view is not very surprising. 
2
We give an example that shows why we de ned ag actions, and consequently had to extend the set of atomic actions from A to A flag , in order to obtain associativity of +. For this purpose, we can assume that Flag(a) = a for a 2 A, and use axiom Ba3 in its current form. If Invertible(a) = true, then the following identity can be derived. 
Bisimulation and relational semantics
First we give the transition rules for (BPA(+)) ;S by combining those of Tables 6  and 9 with the ones given in 
5 Recursively de ned processes and an example
In this section Basic Process Algebra with backtracking is extended with recursion. Furthermore, an example is given of a recursive speci cation over (BPA(+)), as well as its evaluation with state operators.
Specifying processes by recursive equations.
We introduce processes de ned by possibly recursive equations. We do not consider state operators as a means to specify processes in this way.
De nition 5.1.1. A recursive speci cation E = fx = t x jx 2 V E g over the signature (BPA(+)) is a set of equations where V E is a possibly in nite set of indexed variables and t x a term over (BPA(+)) such that the variables in t x are also in V E . 2
A solution of a recursive speci cation E = fx = t x jx 2 V E g is an interpretation of the variables in V E as processes, such that the equations of E are satis ed. For instance, the recursive speci cation fx = xg has any process as a solution for x, and fx = axg has the in nite process \a ! " as a solution for x. The following syntactical restriction on recursive speci cations turns out to enforce unique solutions (modulo bisimilarity).
De nition 5.1.2. Let t be a term over the signature (BPA(+)), and E = fx = t x jx 2 V E g a recursive speci cation over (BPA(+)). { An occurrence of a variable x in t is guarded i t has a subterm of the form a M with a 2 A flag , and this x occurs in M. { The speci cation E is syntactically guarded i all occurrences of variables in the terms t x are guarded. { The speci cation E is guarded i there is a syntactically guarded speci cation E 0 = fx = t 0 x jx 2 V E g over (BPA(+)) such that BPA(+)`t x = t 0 x for all t x .
2
Now the signature (BPA(+)) REC , containing representations of recursively dened processes, is de ned as follows.
De nition 5.1.3. The signature (BPA(+)) REC is obtained by extending the signature (BPA(+)) in the following way: for each guarded speci cation E = fx = t x jx 2 V E g over (BPA(+)) a set of constants f<xjE>j x 
An example of a process with backtracking
In this section we evaluate in (BPA gce ; B (A flag )) REC a recursive speci cation over (BPA(+)) REC in a given data environment S ag in a speci c initial data-state.
By virtue of the Elimination Theorem 4.1.7 we can apply any state operator to closed terms over (BPA(+)) REC . By the de nition of guardedness, also recursive speci cations over (BPA(+)) REC can be evaluated.
Our example shows in an easy way that many of the previously de ned notions can be combined to analyse a small problem, borrowed from the chess game.
Example 5.2.1. A well-known problem from the chess game that can be solved with backtracking is the 8 Queens Problem (see e.g. Bra86]). The problem can be formulated as follows: \Put 8 queens on a chessboard such that none of the queens attacks another". In order to illustrate the backtracking mechanism of BPA(+) REC , we reduce this problem to a much simpler one that is in essence analogue. Our simpli ed version of this problem is \Put 3 rooks on a 3 3`chessboard' such that none of the rooks attacks another". We start o by de ning the set of atomic actions A and the Boolean algebra B (A). We use the sort Nat for representing the natural numbers. On Nat we have the functions +, :
? and an equality function eq.
As a set A of atomic actions for the 3 Rooks Problem we choose A def = fput i ; putback i ; write; write(k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 ); ready j i 2 f1; 2; 3g; k i 2 Natg; where put i and putback i put Rook i on another position, write is evaluated as write(k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 ) writing the current data-state (the positions of the three rooks) to some external device, and ready indicates that the process has terminated.
The Boolean algebra B (A) we use for the 3 Rooks Problem contains, next to expressions enabled(a) with a 2 A, expressions eq(n 1 ; n 2 ); where n 1 ; n 2 represent natural numbers. true if 9n i k i < n i 3 and :attack(k i ; (k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 )) and :attack(n i ; (k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 )) in Nat false otherwise, eval(enabled(putback i ); (k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 )) def = true; eval(eq(n 1 ; n 2 ); (k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 )) def = true if n 1 = n 2 in Nat false otherwise.
Without proof we state that putback i is an inverse action of put i so we partition A by de ning Invertible(put i ), Pass(putback i ) and Pass(write). We furthermore de ne Pass(write(k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 )) and Pass(ready), though we also could have classi ed these actions as Commit. For the partitioned set of actions we then have A flag = fput i ; undo(put i ); ag(put i ); write; write(k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 ); ready j i 2 f1; 2; 3g; k i 2 Natg; where undo(put i ) def = putback i :
The de nition of an extended data environment S ag is simple: extend the function action to A flag with the identity on ag actions (note that the requirements in
De nition 4.1.5 are satis ed). Let i 2 Nat. The process that generates solutions of the 3 Rooks Problem is speci ed by E def = f B i = eq(i; 1) :! (put 1 B 2 + :enabled(put 1 ) :! ready) + eq(i; 2) :! put 2 B 3 + B 1 + eq(i; 3) :! put 3 write + put 2 B 3 g:
The process B i always tries to put Rook i on a next position on column i, such that it does not attack any rook on a column j < i. If this is not possible then if i > 1 it tries to put the rook on column i ? 1 on a next position. As soon as the rook on column 1 cannot be put on a next position, the process terminates. If Rook 3 is put on a new position a write action follows, after which a (triggering backtracking) is met.
Finally we prove that E speci es a process that can generate all possible solutions of the 3 Rooks Problem. We demonstrate this by evaluating (0;0;0) (B 1 ), which is the process that starts by putting Rook 1 on our chessboard, where all rooks are on a row (0; 0; 0) (say, not on the chessboard).
The evaluation of B 1 in data-state (0; 0; 0) yields a (BPA ) process that performs write(k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 ) actions for all possible solutions of the 3 Rooks Problem as ag(put 3 ) write(2; 3; 1) undo(put 3 ) undo(put 2 ) undo(put 2 ) (2;0;0) (B 1 ) (2;0;0) (B 1 ) = put 1 ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(3; 1; 2) undo(put 3 ) ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(3; 2; 1) undo(put 3 ) undo(put 2 ) undo(put 2 ) ready:
The inverse actions used here for the speci cation of the 3 Rooks Problem are uniformly enabled. Consequently, the Boolean algebra B (A flag ) is a restricted algebra B (A flag ) ? . However, for a proof of the evaluation above this is not necessary, because we do not use associativity of the + operator. The 3 Rooks Problem can also be solved using a nite domain f0; 1; 2; 3g instead of Nat. In this case, the definition of a data environment for specifying this problem needs some adaptations.
End example.
The 8 Queens Problem can be speci ed and evaluated analogously by changing S into a tuple of 8 natural numbers instead of 3, and by changing the attack predicate, such that attacks on the diagonals of the chessboard are included. The speci cation E requires only small adaptations.
Moreover we mention here that many variants of the 3 Rooks Problem are conceivable. For instance, only small changes in the de nition of the data environment S make it possible to specify this problem with only one put and one putback action. Also non-deterministic choices between the rooks to be put can be speci ed, such that evaluation leads to various correct solutions in the form of traces with the desired write actions.
Concluding remarks
The operator + for modelling backtracking over a given data environment was axiomatised. For this purpose, we de ned the axiom system BPA gce as a core system, containing an explicit notion of enabledness.
Observe that the special case enabled(a) = true for all a 2 A flag simpli es some parts of the theory considerably. Notably, the + becomes associative for any Boolean algebra B (A flag ). We remark that this case is equivalent to a setting without explicit enabledness: backtracking can only be triggered by guards or (and not by atomic actions anymore).
A closer study of what backtracking implies led us to the conclusion that the introduction of only the predicate enabled on the atomic actions is not su cient for an axiomatisation of a backtracking operator. Some additional information on the nature of atomic actions is needed in order to decide how to deal with an action that is subject to backtracking. When every action gets the same treatment in the scope of a backtracking operator, the notion of backtracking becomes di use. For instance, if repeated backtracking on a single action is allowed, the mechanism becomes ine cient, and moreover a binary and associative backtracking operator seems impossible to axiomatise.
In order to motivate some of the design decisions we had to make for obtaining associativity of +, some examples were given. A basic design decision, which we made in Section 3, was to choose for a deterministic notion of invertibility: if an action a is invertible, then undo(a) can undo any possible e ect s 0 of a in some initial data-state s. So according to this notion we already know in data-state s that undo(a) exists in s 0 and that it is enabled in s 0 .
A totally di erent, more general backtracking mechanism can be obtained by a di erent, non-deterministic, notion of invertibility. We can for instance, given an action a, also select a unique inverse action, say b, but not require enabledness of b in every possible e ect of a (this implies a notion \possible invertibility" instead of semantic invertibility). In the case of backtracking, a test after execution of a is then needed to verify whether b is enabled or not, next to an invertibility test on a.
Some study after this option led us to the conjecture that backtracking, using a nondeterministic notion of invertibility, is essentially di erent from backtracking with a deterministic notion of invertibility, and that it would be much more complicated to axiomatise an associative backtracking operator.
However, in the approach we took, also strong measures had to be taken in order to obtain associativity of + within the setting of BPA(+). We had to require uniform The empty process (skip, axiomatised by x = x = x), is compatible with BPA gce but not with BPA(+): from the axiom x = x it follows that enabled( ) = true must hold, and it is also evident that +x = . Now assume that invertible(a) = true for some a. Then we can derive a = a+x = a +x = ag(a) ( +undo(a) x) = ag(a), contradicting the use and meaning of ag actions.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to make a detailed comparison of the backtracking mechanism of the language Prolog with that of BPA(+). We only mention one interesting similarity: in both formalisms there is the possibility to specify programs that refute any possibility of backtracking after a given program part (trace) has been executed. In Prolog the cut predicate can be used to block the way back, and in BPA(+) any uniformly enabled commit action can be used for this. An important di erence, however, is that backtracking in a Prolog program has a`global' character; it is not restricted to the scope of a speci c operator, such as in BPA(+), but it covers a whole program. Table 6 can be adapted to corresponding \B (A) + -transition rules" We further comment on 3 and 4: We regard transition systems that di er in two aspects from the ones de ned in Section 4.3. First, guarded commands are considered unary operators: for each in B (A), there is an operator :! . Second, as labels we use expressions of the form at :! a where at ranges over the Boolean atoms of B (A) + . This a ects the precise de nition of the labels of the transition systems de ned before.
As for the transition rules, the axiom for atomic actions in Table 6 The remaining transition rules are the same as those in Proof of the Congruence Lemma 4.3.1 (sketch). Because a direct proof seems to be rather complex, application of the congruence result from BV93] as used in the proof of Lemma 2.3.4 is attractive here. Referring to the idea and terminology of that proof and of the paper mentioned above, the following ingredients are needed: 1. The transition rules for the state operators (see Table 9 ) must have associated versions in the B (A) + setting, and the properties 1 and 2 de ned in the proof of Lemma A.1 must be satis ed. p . These rules indeed satisfy the path format de ned in BV93].
Moreover, it is not hard to prove that the transition rules for the B (A) + format de ned thus far satisfy the properties 1 and 2 referred to above.
As for the second ingredient, let P at abbreviate the predicate at^f(enabled( )) = false. In Table 15 we de ne for each atom at in B (A) + the predicate P at in path format. = put 1 ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(1; 2; 3) undo(put 3 ) ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(1; 3; 2) undo(put 3 )
(1;3;0) (put 2 B 3 + undo(put 2 ) undo(put 2 ) B 1 ) = put 1 ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(1; 2; 3) undo(put 3 ) ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(1; 3; 2) undo(put 3 ) (1;3;0) (undo(put 2 ) undo(put 2 ) B 1 ) = put 1 ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(1; 2; 3) undo(put 3 ) ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(1; 3; 2) undo(put 3 ) undo(put 2 ) (1;2;0) (undo(put 2 ) B 1 ) = put 1 ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(1; 2; 3) undo(put 3 ) ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(1; 3; 2) undo(put 3 ) undo(put 2 ) undo(put 2 )
(1;0;0) (B 1 ):
Analogously we nd (1;0;0) (B 1 ) = put 1 ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(2; 1; 3) undo(put 3 ) ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(2; 3; 1) undo(put 3 ) undo(put 2 ) undo(put 2 ) (2;0;0) (B 1 ) (2;0;0) (B 1 ) = put 1 ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(3; 1; 2) undo(put 3 ) ag(put 2 ) ag(put 3 ) write(3; 2; 1) undo(put 3 ) undo(put 2 ) undo(put 2 ) ready 2
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